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Introduction Method Result: Graph 1. Trend of RGB vs nitrate conc(ppm)

Purpose

•Nitrate (NO3) is a common contaminant present in NC’s

drinking water and can cause major health issues.

•Current low-cost testing method for nitrate in drinking

water involve interpret color of testing strip against

manufacturer chart

–This method is very subjective and produces a lot of errors

and bias

•High-sensitively numeric nitrate meters are inaccessible

•Develop a calibration curve of nitrate concentration and

the color parameter value (RGB) of nitrate testing strip’s

photo.

•Use such calibration curve to develop an algorithm-based

interpretation method for nitrate concentration range

based on an input of nitrate testing strip photo
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Materials

• Hannah industries marine nitrate colorimeter

• Serial dilutions are added ~0.35g of NaCl to mimic 

marine water

• Range of nitrate detection: 0-75 ppm

• Bartovation drinking water nitrate testing strip

• Range of nitrate detection: 0-500 ppm

• DataColor color calibration card

• Nitrate testing strip is placed on top of the calibration 

card and photos are taken for analysis

• a software is used to standardize photos in different 

lighting conditions, angles and camera models.

• As concentration of nitrate increases, the color of nitrate testing strip 
become darker and closer to black.

• Green in nitrate photo’s RGB values are the most sensitive predictor 
• The trend of RGB value decreases as concentration of nitrate increases.
• RGB value become unreliable after certain concentration

• Better method for image standardization across different camera models.
• Package the calibration curve into a cell phone app with integrated 

feedback (Figure 1.)
• Compare the performance of RGB values with other color 

parameters(CMYK?LAB?)
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Figure 1. desired project goal with integrated cell-phone based interpretation of nitrate testing strip and feedback

Next step

• Increase the number of Nitrate photo samples on calibration curve
• Data analysis: mathematical relationship between concentration of 

nitrate and RGB values of testing strip.
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